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Weekday Poems

By Hanna Fiegenbaum



Shift

Too hard
To go downstairs

No coffee no milk no sweets
For the visitor

I had been eating from the cake of boredom
I wasn’t hungry anymore
Why not leave things like that

Enter: the visitor
Ah
You’re wearing the sun today

I woke up
It came through the window
To shake my hand

Doing Nothing



Blank

The evening hand
Fiddled with the pearls
Of non-interchangeable events

Two women beneath the glass roof
No sun pierces through the window
Their laughter falls
Like autumn leaves

A bleeding nose
From spicy chicken
Only when I left
Did the rooster start to turn again

Traffic lights control
The gliding of words
Into the flash of the processing camera
While waiting
Cars cross my brain

I meet
Some blue eyes
Among all eyes
Nibbling on my shirt



Lambs wool piece

If I would have ever got to walk outside that day
Rain would have hung heavy on me

A short glance at the sign
Told my body was made out of lambs wool
Very unusual, I know
But I was soft like that

I sat down
Two big knots figured as my lips
And I stretched my legs

He went on asking
What is it?
Did you eat something healthy?

It was a sweet suggestion
I had always assumed
Restart
As soon as I would change my eating behaviour

But no
I didn’t know it myself

It was lambs wool in that IKEA plastic box
It was something else



My eyes are dry

A journey
To the soft-boiled bottom of the punch
Where my treats show up

Have a drink have two more
I can read the situation
Have another one
I start thinking worse
About Everyone is here tonight

Run some water
Straight through my nerves
When lifting myself from phone
Relax my eyes
Relax your eyes

Night goose
In a nightgown
A purchased pair of flabby wings
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